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intermission museum of art presents:
words in progress: ima publication fair 
16 december 2023, 12noon-5pm
@ stand4 gallery

new york, ny — intermission museum of art (ima) is thrilled to announce 
another collaboration with stand4 gallery as host to ima’s publication 
fair, words in progress. this special one-day event will take place on 
saturday, 16 december 2023 from 12noon through 5pm. stand4 gallery is 
located in Bay Ridge Brooklyn at: 414 78th Street, brooklyn, new york.

the event will feature new volume iii publications including a 
rizograph poster and a bound artist book, both featuring the curricular 
committee’s guiding statement. previous ima publications will also be 
available for purchase.

special events will include a reading from anastacia-reneé at 1pm and 
a discussion with committee members about the curricular statement and 
teaching pedagogy at 3pm. please visit intermissionmuseum.org for the 
most up-to-date rundown of additional impromptu art happenings and 
performances throughout the day.

this special publication fair is part of ima’s current exhibition, 
work-in-progress, which is the third installment of projects at ima 
and represents the culmination of committee work and collaborative 
projects from ima’s volume iii programming. the project started with the 
formation of the committee for curricular thinking and the development 
of a guiding document which served as the compass for collaborative 
projects that led to the creation of this exhibition. this exhibition 
reflects the fruitful outcome of thought-provoking discussions and 
collaborative endeavors with invited artists and educators. at its core, 
work-in-progress delves into innovative ways to re-imagine fine art 
curricula, emphasizing non-hierarchical, anti-racist and decolonized 
principles as inherent values rather than engines of marketing optics. 

intermissionmuseum.org/volume-iii/work-in-progress/
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NEW LIMITED EDITION PUBLICATIONS 
in collaboration with artist, asuka oshawa, ima will present a risograph 
poster for 10 usd and a bound artist book for 20 usd, each featuring the 
curricular committee’s guiding statement. the limited edition items can 
be purchased as a pair for 25 usd. ima will have previously published 
editions also available at this event including exhibition catalogues, 
collaborative projects and limited edition prints.

ABOUT STAND4 GALLERY
founded in january 2017 as an artist-run initiative, stand4’s pursuit 
is to be alive and working towards a better world through the arts as an 
active medium of engagement. stand4 serves as a generator of meaning, 
action, agency, collaboration, and social justice. it is shapeless, non-
conforming, and responsive to the times. stand4 is meant to exist as 
a catalyst: a way to envision a more socially and environmentally just 
future. housed in a former medical office in the heart of bay ridge, stand4 
brings the visual arts and programming to the center of the community, 
opening up opportunities for social, political, and cultural connections 
and creating a discourse that bridges culture and tradition and includes 
new voices towards a more sustainable future inspired by local interests.

ABOUT IMA
intermission museum of art (ima) was founded in 2020 by rose van mierlo 
and john ros as a response to the growing fractures within our cultural, 
social, environmental, economic, and political systems during times of 
crisis. ima serves as a unique space for critical thinkers to engage with 
these moments of friction, transforming them into meaningful sites of 
production and fostering dialogues that culminate in a public archive.

CONTACT   / john ros, Founding Director, Curator
     john@intermissionmuseum.org  
LOCATION  / Stand4 Gallery
     414 78th Street, Bay Ridge, Brooklyn New York 11209 US

WEB   / intermissionmuseum.org
     stand4gallery.org  
IG   / @intermission_museum #intermissionmuseum #ima
     @ stand4gallery
       @anastaciarenee5 @keishagayeanderson @isa.orgz 
     @kariannfuqua @allie__grant 
     @syncretic_pleasures @ndcmps @uaau_nyc
     #johnros @emgenia #eringenia  
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